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Q: What do I need to own in order to play Sea
of Blood?

Q: Does Sea of Blood have any outdoor
encounters?

Descent: Journeys in the Dark is the only thing you need.

Outdoor encounters all occur on the sea side of the included
map, and all dungeons have their first level on the island side of
the included map. There are no outdoor tiles included with Sea
of Blood.

Q: If I own the other expansions, to what extent
are they compatible with Sea of Blood?
All of the other expansions, except Road to Legend, can be
included.

Q: Is Sea of Blood compatible with Road to
Legend? Can I combine the two games?
No. However, a Sea of Blood campaign is able to have the
Rumors and Dungeons from Road to Legend added in. No other
components can be added to the Sea of Blood campaign. Characters currently engaged in a Road to Legend campaign are not
able to travel to the Sea of Blood as part of their campaign. Sea
of Blood is an expansion to Descent: Journeys in the Dark, and
does not require, nor can it use, Road to Legend.

Q: What exactly do you mean when you say the
advanced campaign system has been streamlined?
What notable changes have been made?
The rules for running an advanced campaign, what skills are able
to be used, the disparity between the Overlord and the hero party
leveling up, and the impact of rumors on the game are a few of
the items that have been addressed in Sea of Blood. Over the
coming weeks we will be spoiling more of the mechanics and
rules to this epic new expansion.
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Q: What new figures come with Sea of Blood?

Q: Can the non-Avatar specific Lieutenants
from Road to Legend be used?

Sea of Blood does not have any figures associated with it. There
are two new monsters, the Bloodsquid and the Daggertooth
Shark, which are represented by tokens. The tokens are inserted
into stands, much like the doors, to stand up vertically on the
maps.

No.

Q: Do I need the campaign monster cards from
Road to Legend?

As an added bonus, Nara the Fang, a promotional hero, is included in the first print run (these copies will be identified with
a sticker). She is not needed to play Sea of Blood, she is just
included as an added bonus. Enjoy!

No, the campaign monster cards are included in Sea of Blood.

Q: Are there legendary dungeons?

Q: Will the sea encounters feature land-based
creatures?

Yes.

Sea encounters will be able to incorporate land-based creatures.
Opposing ships, flight, and the new “Swim” ability will allow for
some truly intense sea battles.

These are Treasure Sites. We will be going into more detail in
the weeks to come.

Q: What are the x marks the spot locations?

Q: How big is the sea/island map?

Q: How many new rumors come with Sea of
Blood?

33” x 27”
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